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Let (X,,, rr> 11 be a sequence of identically distributed real random variables with EX, = @>O, Define 
S,,=C:l,X, and N,,(t) =inf(n> 1; S,,>n”t), where r>O. (YE [O, I) and the infimum of the empty set is defined 
to be f”. Let P,,,, be the distribution of N,.( r)lt”‘I-“‘, I> 0. In this paper, we establish the large deviation 
principle for {P_,; f>O) when (X,,: n> I) is a sequence of i.i.d. random variables or, more generally, an 
exchangeable sequence. 
renewal proceses * large deviations * rate function * exchangeable random variables 
1. Introduction 
Let (X,,; n > I ) be a sequence of identically distributed real random variables with 
EX, = p>O. Define S,,=C:l,X, and N,(r) =inf(n> 1; S,,>n”t), where r>O, CYE [0, 1) 
and the infimum of the empty set is defined to be + ~0. Then (N,(I) - 1; r > 0) is an extended 
renewal process. Classical renewal processes, beginning with positive i.i.d. random variables 
(X,,; n > I), have been concerned with T(f) = sup(n 3 I ; S,, < t ) . Extensions have been 
made to a non-constant boundary nat, a~ [0, I) and to i.i.d. random variables with a 
positive mean. 
The limit theorems for N,,(r) have engaged the attention of some probabilists. For 
example, the authors of [ 5,8,10,11] studied the strong approximation, Gut [ 71 and Li and 
Wu [ 9] studied the law of the iterated Logarithm. Under the condition that (X,,, n 2 I ) is a 
sequence of uncorrelated exchangeable random variables, Teicher [ 141 proved that 
NU-(t)/t”“-U)3~“‘~i-” a.s. (1.1) 
Let P,,, be the distribution of N,( t)/i”” -u), r> 0, Then P,,, converges weakly to 
8, I/(~,- I I as I+ + a, where S_, denotes the point mass at x E W. In the present paper, we 
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establish the large deviation principle for (P,,,; f> 0) when (X,,; y1> I} is a sequence of 
i.i.d. random variables or, more generally, an exchangeable sequence. 
We now outline the structure of this paper. In Section 2, we deal with the Cd. case and 
give a renewal theorem and some results on the large deviation principle for (P,,,; t > 0). 
In Section 3, we consider the case that {X,,; n B 1 } is an exchangeable sequence, state the 
corresponding results simply and indicate briefly the minor modifications in the proofs of 
i.i.d. case. 
2. Main results 
The definition of large deviations is the following (see Ellis [ 6, Definition 11.3.1, p. 351). 
Definition 2.1. Let Z’ be a Polish space with the Bore1 field 9. We say that the function 
I( . ) : 9 --f [ 0, + x] is a rate function if I( . ) is lower semicontinuous, and (x E 2’; I(x) < c) 
is compact for all c > 0. A family of probability measures (P,; X > 0) is said to satisfy the 
large deviation principle (LDP) with rate function I( . ) if 
(a) (upper bound) for every closed subset F of Z’, 
lim sup i log PA(F) ,< - inf I(x) ; 
/I-+ +x AEF 
(b) ( lower bound) for every open subset G of Z, 
lim inf t log PA(G) >, - inf I(x) . 
n-t-z .t t G 
We now state our main results. 
Theorem 2.2. Let (X,,; n >/ 1) be a sequence of non-negatilv i.i.d. random variables with 
EX, = E_L >0 and M(t) = E exp( fX, ) < w for all t E W. Then for ecery x > 0, 
lim !log C P(S,, ft)x”= g”-‘(l’x-) ' 
r-+=t II = 1 -L 
szz:d Il 
7 . 
(2.1) 
Theorem 2.2 is practically a renewal theorem in renewal theory, which presents the 
asymptotic behaviour of Cz=, P(S,, < t)x” under the assumption M(t) <m for all 1> 0. It 
is of independent interest, but our purpose here is to find rate functions. When a limit is 
taken as t --3 +x, in what follows, we will omit the “ --) + 30” part unless specified. 
Theorem 2.3. Let (X,,} be a sequence of real-caked i.i.d. random cariables. Suppose 
EX,=II>OandM(h,,)=E(exp(h,~,))< f m or some ho > 0. Then (P,; t > 0) satisfies the 
LDP with ratefknction 
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{A-x log M(h) I 7 x>o 1 
x<o, 
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(2.2) 
Theorem 2.3 deals with the case that (Y=O. The next theorem gives the result on CIE 
(0, 1). 
Theorem 2.4. Assume that the conditions in Theorem 2.3 hold. Then for er:ery closed subset 
AcW, 
lim sup & log P&A) G - inf J,(x) , 
f .rtn 
andforer~eryopensubsetBc[~“‘“-I’, +m), 
(2.3) 
lim inf 
f 
& log P,,,(B) 3 - inf J,(x) , 
rcs 
where the function 
1 
sup (0x”-xlogM(@], x20, 
J,(x) = t/G!3 
+m> x<o, 
is a rate fitnction and non-decreasing on [p “(n- I), + x). 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
Let (X,,; n >, I] be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables, and S,, = C:‘=, X, . The next 
theorem is due to Cram& [ 41 and Chernoff [ 21. 
Theorem A. Assume that M(t) = E exp( tX, ) <co for all t E ( - t,, t, ), where t, E (0, 001. 
Then P,, = Y( S,,/n) satisfies the LDP with rate function I( . ) defined as follows: 
I(x) = sup (tx-log M(t)) . 0 (2.6) 
rtW 
The following conclusions concerning I( ) are not difficult to show from the definition 
of I( . ) given by (2.6). 
(i) I(x)= sup (tx-logM(t)}, ifx>EX,, 
fZ0 
I(x) = sup (tx-log M(t) ] , if x<EX, . 
f < 0 
(ii) Z(x)=0 iff x=EX, 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. For every h > 0, 
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P(S,<t)<exp(At)Eexp(-hS,)=eA’M(-A)”. 
Obviously, M( - A) --f 0 as A + + SC, so we can take a number A > 0 such that 
M( -A)x<l 
BY (2.7) 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
f p(S,<tt)xn<eAr 2 (M(-A)x)“~ee”‘(l-M(-A)x)-‘. 
n=l n=l 
(2.9) 
Thus 
limsupilog 5 P(S,,<t)x”iA. 
f n=, 
Note that for every A > 0, (2.8) holds naturally for x < 1. Hence 
(2.10) 
zc 
lim sup f log C P(S,, <t)x‘*<O 
I PI = I 
for x E (0, I]. Moreover, for every x > 0, 
cc 
lim inf f log C P( S, G t)x” >, 
f t7=l 
Combining (2.11) and (2.12), we have 
lim + log 5 P(S,, <t)x”=O, 
n=l 
(2.11) 
lim inf f [log P(Xt <ft) flog X] =O . 
r 
(2.12) 
xE(0, I] (2.13) 
Since X, is non-negative, -M-‘(x-‘)>Oand(2.8) impliesA> -M-](x-‘),itfollows 
that (2.10) holds for every A> -M-‘(x-l). Taking the infimum over (A; A> 
-M-‘(x-l)} forboth the sides of (2.10), we have 
a 
lim sup f log C P(S, <t)X”< -AK’ ’ . 
f *=I 0 X 
(2.14) 
(The author thanks S.R.S. Varadhan for suggesting the proof of (2.14) .) 
We now estimate the lower bound of Cz=, P( S, 6 t)x”. Let n(r) = [at], where a > 0, 
f > 0, and [x] denotes the integer part of x. Then 
zc 
log c P(S, < t)x” > log P( Snct) < t)X”(f) 
?I=, 
an(t) logx+logP($ <K’). (2.15) 
From Theorem A, we have 
z 
lim inf $ log C P( S,, < I)x” > a log x+ lim inf b log P 
f n= I I 
p$ <0) 
>u log x-a inf,,,,-,J(X) . (2.16) 
Since (2.16) is valid for every a > 0, taking EE (0, I ) and plugging a& into (2.16)) we 
have 
liminfflog c P(S,,<t)x”>((a~) logx-(as) inf,,,,,,,-,J(x). (2.17) 
f ,I= I 
Note that inf,< (czF, I I(x) < I( a _ I). Consequently, by (2. I7), 
The above assertion implies 
% 
lim inff log C P(S,, <t)x”>n log x-u J A 
f ,I= 1 0 U 
Define a function g( ) as follows: 
g(-x) = 
xJ(l/x), x>O, 
+x9 x,<o. 
Since a in (2.19) is arbitrary, by the definition of g( . ), we have 
lim inf f log C P(S,, <t)x”> Sup ( a logx-g(a)} 
f n= I ‘!EW 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
To complete the proof of the theorem, we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.5. 
sup (a logx-g(u)] = -A4-‘(x-1) , 
<I fx ad 
where x > 0. 
Proof. Let t = log x, it suffices to prove that 
sup {at-g(a)) = -M-‘(e-‘) . 
t, E w 
(2.22) 
By the Legendre-Fenchel transformation (see Ellis [ 6, Theorem VI.5.3, p. 22 I] ), we have 
only to prove the following two facts: 
f(t) = -M-‘(e-‘) is a convex function (2.23) 
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and 
sup (at+M-‘(e-‘)) =g(a) . 
rcw 
It is easy to show that 
f”(t) = - { [M’(M-‘(e-‘))]2-e-‘M”(M-L(e-‘))) 
.e-‘. [M’(M-‘(e-‘))I -’ 
So it suffices to prove that 
[M’(M-‘(e-‘))]*fe-‘.M”(M-‘(eC’)) 
Let y = M - ’ (e-‘>, then (2.25) is equivalent to 
[M’(Y)12GM(Y)M”(Y). 
Obviously, Holder’s inequality implies (2.26). 
We now prove (2.24). Let t = -log M(A). Then 
;:I {at+M-‘(e-‘)) = ;s; (h-a log M(A)} 
= aI( 
{ 
ifu>O, 
+a> ifaGO, 
=g(a) . 0 
(2.24) 
(2.25) 
(2.26) 
Proof of Theorem 2.2 (continued). By Lemma 2.5, the right of (2.21) is just M -‘(x-l). 
Hence (2.14) and (2.21) imply (2.1) . This completes the proof. •i 
If {P,; t > 0) satisfies the LDP with rate function J( . ), by Varadhan’s theorem (see 
[ 15]), the Legendre-Fenchel transformation and Theorem 2.2, it is not difficult to guess 
that J( . ) seems to be the same as in (2.2). In fact, by (i) and (ii) following Theorem A 
and a similar argument as in the proof of Lemma 3.3 in Stroock [ 121 we have: 
Lemma 2.6. Let the conditions in Theorem 2.3 hold, J( . ) and J,( ) (Y E (0, 1)) as in (2.2) 
and (2.5)) respectively. Then 
(i) J( *) is a ratefunction and J(x) =0 ifand only ifx= p-‘; 
i 
sup (h-x log M(A)}, ifx~(O, p-‘1 , 
(ii) J(x) = 
A>O,AEA 
sup {A-xlog M(A)], ifx~(p-‘, +a) ; 
AGO. AEA 
(iii) J( . ) is non-decreasing on (p _ ‘, + a), and non-increasing on ( -a, /.L -‘I ; 
(iv) J,( . ) is a rate function and is non-decreasing on [ /A”(~- ‘), + ~0) . III 
The proof of Theorem 2.3 needs the following two propositions. 
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Proposition 2.7. Suppose thal the conditions of Theorem 2.3 hold. Then for every closed 
subset A C I?, 
lim sup f log P,(A) Q - inf J(X) 
I rE,4 
(2.27) 
Proof.IfA=@orp-’ EA, by (i) in Lemma 2.6, (2.27) holds naturally. Now we assume 
A#@andk-‘EA.IfAc[b, +~),wherebEA,b>~P’,thenforeveryA,<O,AEA, 
P,(A) <PP,([b, +m)) =P(N(t) >bt) <P(S,,,,,-, ,<t) 
Ge -” E exp( AS,,,, _ , )=e-“‘[M(A)][h’lp’, 
Therefore, by Lemma 2.6, 
lim sup f log P,(A) < - sup {h-b logM(h)] 
f /I<o,,tt 1 
= -J(b) = - inf J(X) 
\ t,i 
(2.28) 
(2.29) 
IfAc( --x, a], whereaEA, a<p-‘, we can assume, without loss of generality, that 
a > 0, then for every A > 0, A E A, 
< [at]e-Ar[M(A)]‘“‘l (sinceM(A)>l ifA>O). 
By Lemma 2.6, we have 
lim sup i log P,(A) G - sup {A-a logM(A)] 
f A > 0.1 e I 
= -J(a) = - inf J(x) (2.30) 
,=A 
IfAc(-a,a]U[b, +~),wherea~A,b~Aanda<~~-‘<b,by(2.29)and(2.30), 
lim sup $ log P,(A) 
f 
G max lim sup f log P,( ( - x, a] ), lim sup f log P,( [b, + 00) ) 
f f > 
Q max 
{ 
- inf J(X), - inf J(X) = - inf J(X) 
\ c N s> h > YEA 
This completes the proof of (2.27). 17 
In order to prove the lower bound, we need the following lemma (see Lemma 4 in [ IO] ) 
Lemma 2.8. Let {X,,; n > 1) be u sequence of i.i.d. random r>ariables. Then for euery a E W, 
Proposition 2.9. Suppose that the conditions of Theorem 2.3 hold. Then for every open 
subset G C W, 
lim inf $ log P,(G) 2 - inf J(x) . (2.31) 
, xtG 
Proof. If /C ’ E G, (2.3 1) holds naturally by ( 1.1). Thus we can assume p- ’ E G in the 
following discussions. 
We first prove that 
lim inf i log P,(G) > - inf J(x) (2.32) 
r rt~a.tJl 
for arbitrary a, b satisfying 0 < a < b < Al. - ’ and (a, b) c G. 
Since J( ) is non-increasing on [ 0, pcL- ‘1, we can assume J(x) < x for all x E (a, b) 
Note that J( . ) is also a convex function. Then J( ) is strictly monotone decreasing on 
(a, b). Hence 
P,((a, b)) =P(at<N(t) <bt) 
>P max sI, >t -P(N(t)ltfa) 
l<k<[hrJ-I 1 
aP(S,,,,_, >t) -P(N(t)lt,<a) . 
By Theorem A, we have 
1 
lim inf ; log P( S,)>,, ~, 
f 
>t)>-bl+ ; 
0 
(2.33) 
where I+(x) =inf,,,l(y). Evidently, blc( l/b) =inf,,,J(x). We write J_(b) = 
inf,.,,,J(x). For a fixed CE (0, i(J(a) -J_ (6))) the following two inequalities hold for 
all t sufficiently large: 
P(St,,,,-, >t) >exp( - (J-(b) +e)f) , 
P(N(t)/t<a) <exp( -(J(a) -e)t) (by Proposition 2.7j 
Then by (2.33) and (2.34), 
(2.34) 
P,((a,b))>[exp(-J_(b)+&)tI 
.[I-exp(-(J(a)-J_(b)-~F)I] (2.35) 
for all t sufficiently large. Therefore 
liminfflogP,((u, b))& -J_(b)-&. 
I 
Let FL 0 in the above inequality, (2.32) follows from the monotonicity of J( ). 
Further, note that for b > a > p ‘, 
P,((a,b))>P([at]+l<N(r))-P(N(t)>bt) 
>P max 
I <PS [Nf] 
>P 
Sk 
max - ,< 1 
~<ki~rrr~ k 
-P,([b, +x)) 
a 
(by Lemma 2.8) . 
By the same arguments as in (2.34) and (2.35), we have that (2.32) is also valid for 
b>a>/.-‘.Thereforeforanyx#O,xEG, 
lim inf $ log P,(G) > -J(x) (2.36) 
f 
If 0 E G, there exists a number 6 such that 0 < 6 < p- ’ and [ 0, 6) c G. By the monoton- 
icity of J( . ) on [ 0, 6) and (2.32), 
lim inf i log P,(G) > -J(O) (2.37) 
r 
Combining (2.36) and (2.37), we complete the proof. q 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. The proof of this theorem can be easily obtained by applying the 
above two propositions and Lemma 2.6 which implies that J( . ) is a rate function. We omit 
the details. cl 
Proof of Theorem 2.4. From Lemma 2.6, J,( ) is a rate function and non-decreasing on 
l/J “(uP’), +m). 
If A=@ or OEA or P”(~-‘) EA, (2.3) holds obviously. Now we assume that A #@, 
OEA and p1’cm-1’6fA. IfAc(F”‘“P”, + a), then there exists a d EA such that d > 
CL “(a-‘1 andAc[d, +m). We writen(d, t) = [dt”“-“‘I - 1. Then 
P,,,(A) <P(N,(t) adt”“-“‘) <p 
s ?I(d.fI - 
n(d, t) 
< 
Note that n(d, t)“-‘t-+d”-’ as t--, +m. By Theorem A, 
lim sup & log P,,,(A) < - inf J,(X) . 
f ItA 
(2.38) 
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IfAc( --CT;, P”(~-‘)), since N,(t) > 1, we can assume, without loss of generality, that 
Ac(O, I-L “(a- I)). Then by (ii) following Theorem A, 
J,(x) = sup (AX”-X log M(h)) . (2.39) 
A>wEn 
Let J,(A) = inf,,,J,(x) If J,(A) = 0, (2.3) holds naturally. We first prove that (2.3) 
holds for J,(A) E (0, +a). 
Forafixed&E(O,J,(A)),letb=J,(A)-&and 
H(A)=(x>O;hx”-xlogM(A)>b), AEA. (2.40) 
Then 
Note that H(A) is an open set for every A E A. By the finite covering theorem, there exist 
Ai~A,A,>0,i=1,2 ,..., q,suchthat 
AC fi H(A;). 
,=I 
Therefore 
f’,,,(A) G t f’a.r(H(Ai) 1
I= I 
< L P( [AJ”‘(~-‘) (y (N (t))e-r”(“-“N,(t) log M(A;)] >b) 
i= I 
< ]exp( -bt”‘‘-“’ )I i E exp(A;t(N,(t))“-N,(t) log M(A,)) 
i= 1 
(2.41) 
In the following we will prove that for every A > 0, A E A, 
1 
lim sup ___ 
fl/‘l -d 1% E ev(At(N,(r))“-N,(r) log M(A)) GO. (2.42) f 
If it is true, then by (2.4 1) we have 
lim sup & log P,,,(A) G -J,(A) + 8 , 
I 
and hence (2.3) follows by letting EL 0. 
Now, letp(x) =A&“-x log M(A), wherex>O, t>O and A>O. It is clear thatp(x) <O 
forx>(ArllogM(A))““~“‘.Setn(A,r)=[(AtllogM(A))”“~~‘]+1.Then 
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E exp(WN,(t))“-N,(r) log M(A)) 
= 5 [exp(htn” --n logM(h))] P(N,(L) =n) 
,1= I 
rr(AJ) 
<l+ C [exp(htn =-n logM(h)] P(S, >nY) 
fl=I 
n(M) 
< 1+ C [exp(hm “-nlogM(A)].[exp(-hn”t)].Eexp(hS,) 
,,= I 
< 1 +n(A, t) . 
This implies (2.42). 
If J,(A) = + m, replacing J,(A) - E by any m > 0 and using the same arguments as 
above, we have 
lim sup & log P,,,(A) < -m . 
f 
Letting m T + ~0, we obtain (2.3). 
For a general closed set A, we can prove (2.3) by an argument similar to one used in the 
proof of Proposition 2.7. We omit the details. 
Next we prove (2.4). For an arbitrary interval (c, d) CB c [ p "(a- I), + a), we have 
P,,,(B) &P,.J(C, d)) =P(ct”‘‘-“‘<N,(t) <dr”“-“‘) 
>P max -p,,,(rd, +m)) 1 (2.43) 
I <k<-n(C,f) 
wheren(c,t) = [~t”(‘-~)]. Note that 
max 
I <k,c?r(<.f) 
sk 
max - <cm-’ . 
I <kGn(c_,r) k 
By Lemma 2.8 and Theorem A, 
lim inf & log p 
f t ( 
, <E”;c,r) % Gcn-’ 
1 
l log&+) c’)] 2 lim inf ____
f r’/‘l pa) 
3 -c I_(c~-‘) (Z_(X) = inf,,,Z(y)) 
= -J,‘(c) (J,+(X) =inf,,,,J,(y>) . 
(2.44) 
(2.45) 
By (2.3) we have 
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lim sup & fog p,.,( Id, +m) 1 < -J,(d) (2.46) 
Combining (2.43)-(2.46) and using the same arguments as in the proof of (2.35), we 
obtain (2.4). We complete the proof. 0 
At the end of this section, we give some examples. In the following, J( . ) is the same as 
in Theorem 2.3 and .I,( . ) as in Theorem 2.4. 
Example 1. Let (X,,; n > 1) be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables, and assume that X, 
has the normal distribution N( k, a2) with /_L > 0. Then 
(1-/U)2/(2a2x), x>o, 
J(x)= +~ 
{ ? XGO I 
and 
(l-,‘-~)zx2~-‘/(2ff~), x>o, 
x=0, 
X-CO) 
where a~ (0, 1). 
Example 2. Let (X,?; n > 1 } be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables, and assume that the 
distribution function of X, is 
l-eph, X>:O, 
F(x) = 0 -L x-co. 
Then 
i 
xln(xlh)-xfh, x>O, 
J(x) = h, x=0, 
+x3 x-co, 
and 
1 
(1 -cu)x ln(xllt) -x+hx” 
J,(x) = 0 > 
+m> 
where a~(0, 1). 
3. Results on exchangeable random variables 
x>o, 
x=0, 
x<o, 
Let (X,,; n > 1) be a sequence of exchangeablerandom variables. Let Z denote the collection 
of distribution functions on W. By de Finetti’s theorem (see Chapter I of [ 131) there exists 
a probability space (P, 9, c) such that for every measurable function g : DA” + W, 
P(g(X, 9 . . . . X,,) E . ) = PF(R(.Y, 3 . ..> x,,) E .) drl(F) . (3.1) 
Denote 
Q(h) = ess sup 
I 
exp(hx)F(dx), 
I’ R 
4(x) = ;~g {A-r-log Q(A)) 
and 
In the following theorems we need the condition 
ess sup ( - qF(x) ) = - q(x) for every x E W . (3.2) 
The generalizations of the main results in Section 2 can be established for the case of 
exchangeable random variables. 
Theorem 3.1. Suppose Q(A) <SC for all A E ( - t,, t, ) where 0 <t, ,< x, and the condition 
(3.2) holds. in addition, assume EX, = F > 0 and Cov(X,, X,) = 0. Then the conclusion oj 
Theorem 2.3 holds ifJ( . ) in (3.2) is replaced by 
J”(X) = 
i 
SUP (A-x log Q(A)) , x>O, 
nt‘r 
+s> 
whereA=(h;Q(A)<~). 
otherwise , 
Theorem 3.2. Assume that the conditions in Theorem 3.1 hold. Then the conclusions of 
Theorem 2.4 hold ifJ,( ) in (2.5) is replaced by 
J,(x)= ItW 
1 
sup {xX”-xlog Q(A)), x20, 
+=. otherwise , 
where A= (A; Q(A) <x}. 0 
We will only give the proof of Theorem 3.1 since the proof of Theorem 3.2 is similar 
except for the necessary modifications. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. By the hypotheses and de Finetti’s theorem, Theorem A and Lemma 
2.6 carry over immediately to the exchangeable case if M(A) and J( ) are replaced by 
Q(A) and s( . ) respectively (see also Theorem 5.1 in [ 1 J ), and Lemma 2.8 also carries 
over without change to the exchangeable case. 
Observe that 
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E exp(AS,) =E(E(ehx’IG))“= I3 (1 e”‘F’(dx)~~(dF) , 
where G is the tail o-algebra of the sequence of {X,,; n 2 1) (see Exercise 4 of Chow and 
Teicher [ 3, p. 2261) . Therefore 
lim 1 log E eAS” = log ess sup E (e”’ 1 G) = log Q(h) . 
n+z n 
Using the above facts we can proceed as in Theorem 2.3 without too much difficulty to 
complete the proof. 0 
Example. Let (X,,; n > 1) be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables with the common standard 
normal distribution N( 0, 1 ), Y a random variable independent of {X,; n > 1 }. Let Y2 have 
the uniform distribution on [a, b] (0 <a < b < ~0). Then {Z, = YX,, + F; n > 1) is a sequence 
of uncorrelated exchangeable random variables. In fact, it is easy to verify that 
ess sup ( -(IF(x)) = -(x- ~)~/(2b) = -q(x) , xER. 
Hence (3.2) is satisfied and, consequently, Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 hold with 
(l-/LX)2/(2bX)) x>o, 
J(x)= +cr; 
{ ) XGO, 
and 
i 
(1 - /JJ_“) *+-‘l(2b) , x>o ) 
J,(x) = 0 3 x=0, 
+“, x-co, 
where crE (0, 1). 
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